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ABSTRACT 

Finding most desired and useful information from the diverse information and content embedded 

on webpages has become more challenging due to the rapid growth of websites and webpages, 

dynamic changes and updates of information and content on webpages, the lack of well-formed 

structure of webpage content and so on. Information search seems a trivial task when plain text, 

hyperlink texts, embedded images, videos that all make up webpage content remain in semi-

structured form. Semi-structured webpage content do not have predefined structure and remains 

in hierarchically nested HTML tags of a webpage body. Unlike structured webpage content, 

heterogeneous semi-structured webpage content can’t be neatly formatted, organized and modeled 

directly into relational database. One of the most important information types on the web is web 

user’s emotion expressed in user-posted status on Social Networking Sites like Facebook, Twitter. 

Publicly posted user status is informative enough to know user’s daily thoughts, feelings, emotions 

through textual self-description. The data warehouse-oriented methodology of semi-structured 

webpage content extraction and modeling into database introduces a simplified and less labor 

intensive XML-based semi-structured webpage content extraction technique that overcomes the 

limitations of existing pre-defined specification file and Wrapper-based techniques to adapt rapid 

changes of webpage content and to extract same piece of information on different webpages having 

differentiated nested HTML structure. This methodology also introduces Multidimensional Fact 

data modeling technique for semi-structured webpage content storage into relational database. 

Our implemented methodology ensures qualitative search result in terms of hyperlinks to most 

desired webpages appearing first with a relatively very low fractional amount of minute.

Our implemented social networking sites’ user status updates extraction and modeling into 

database approach introduces a lexical approach for analyzing emotion-related features in status 

updates to map emotion related linguistic features with psychological traits. It ultimately ensures 

constant higher percentage (ranging between 81%-86%) of correct user status updates appearing 

in search results that accurately reveal psychological traits as exhibited by user. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

�✁� ✂✄☎✆✝✞✟✠✡☛ 

With the phenomenal growth of the World Wide Web, today’s websites and webpages are 

experiencing an ever-increasing volume of information and content published for open access. It 

is evident that finding most desired and useful information from the diverse information and 

content embedded on websites has become more challenging task due to the rapid growth of 

websites day-by-day, dynamic changes or updates of information and content on webpages, the 

lack of structure of webpage content and so on. Moreover, one of the most important information 

types on the web is web user’s emotion or expression in user generated content, for example, user 

status updates on Social Networking Sites, user reviews of products, forum posts, posts on 

microblogs,  remarks and comments on online news portals etc. User’s status updates on Social 

Networking Sites like Facebook, Twitter help us to identify discovery and recognition of positive 

or negative emotion as people expressed on diverse subject matters of interest. User posted 

comments are often convincing and their indicators can be used as motivation when making 

choices and decisions on the patronage of certain products and services, endorsement of a political 

event or even reactions to social issues. User status updates extraction and processing from ever 

increasing and massive volume of Social Networking Sites, online blogs, product review websites, 

online news websites has become a difficult task in Information Retrieval (IR) domain that has 

been eased by Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning, Text Mining techniques 

over the past years. 
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1.2 Web Mining 

Web Mining brings all to address challenges, problems of information and content extraction from 

ever growing websites and mining useful data. The emerging field of web mining aims at finding 

and extracting relevant information that is hidden in web-related data, particularly in hypertext 

documents published on the web. This new area of research has been defined as an interdisciplinary 

field (or multidisciplinary) that uses techniques borrowed from data mining, text mining, 

databases, statistics, machine learning, multimedia, etc. Web Mining is classified into three basic 

categories as: (i) Web Content Mining, (ii) Web Usage Mining and (iii) Web Structure Mining. 

Web Content Mining refers to the discovery of the most desired and useful information from 

webpage or website content [3]. Text, images, embedded videos, hyperlink texts, data blocks all 

make up webpage content. Research activities in [1],[2],[3] recognized web content mining 

problems to improve the way that pages are presented to end users, improving the quality of 

search results and extract interesting content pages. 

Web content mining could be differentiated from two point of views [5]: 

(i) Agent-based approach: The agent-based approach uses so called Web agents to

collect relevant information from the World Wide Web. A web agent is a program

that visits a website and filters the information the user is interested in. There are

three subtypes for the agent-based approach: Intelligent Search Agents,

Information Filtering or Categorization and the Personalized Web Agents.

(ii) Database approach: The database approach of Web Content Mining tries to

develop techniques for organizing semi-structured data on the web into more

structured collections of information resources. Standard database querying

mechanisms and data mining techniques can be used to analyze those collections.

As the Agent-based approach aims on improving the information finding and filtering on a given 

website only, for example, information finding and filtering on a website that has custom search 

option to search the entire website, the Database approach of Web Content Mining aims on 
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modeling the data on the web into more structured form in order to apply standard database 

querying mechanism that eventually aids to build a keyword-based web search application.   

1.3 Semi-structured webpage content 

Information search becomes a trivial task when text, embedded images, videos, hyperlink texts, 

data blocks that all make up webpage content remain in semi-structured form. Semi-structured 

webpage content do not have a predefined structure and remains in hierarchically nested HTML 

tags of a webpage body. No semantic is applied to semi-structured web data and analysis of words 

or sentences is required for extracting relevant information. For example, webpages of many 

Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) e-commerce websites having product’s features specification, 

image, price etc., online financial websites having stock market data and information, weather 

forecasting websites attribute semi-structured data [42]. Unlike structured data that can be neatly 

modeled, organized, and formatted into ways that are easy for us to manipulate and manage, 

semi-structured webpage content does not attribute to have enough regular structure to qualify 

for the kinds of management and automation usually applied to structured data. Structural 

irregularity in semi-structured data can serve the following purposes: obtaining general 

information contents, facilitating the integration of data from several information sources, 

improving storage, optimizing query evaluation. The use of semi-structured data can be felt in the 

areas involving raw data which does not have any fixed format. Semi-structured data is convenient 

for data integration. Most data mining algorithms are not designed for semi-structured data and 

should at least be adapted in order to deal with such data [43]. 

1.4 Semi-structured webpage content extraction and mining methodologies 

Existing traditional techniques and methodologies of extracting and mining semi-structured 

webpage content are:  

(i) Object Exchange Model (OEM) with Schema Knowledge Mapping

(ii) Top-down Extraction

(iii) Natural Language Processing (NLP)
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(iv) Web Data Extraction Language (WDEL)

In OEM technique the extraction process is based on pre-defined specification file and the outcome 

is OEM object that contains individual piece of embedded web content together with information 

about the structure. The content and structure of the resulting OEM object are defined by the 

specification file. On top of OEM object, Schema Knowledge is built to query against semi-

structured data [1]. Top-down approach extracts complex object from data rich websites. To 

extract information from set of data rich websites, description of what to extract is needed [4]. 

NLP requires preprocessed structured format of the semi-structured data and application of 

Supervised Wrapper Induction and Automatic Information Extraction in its Information 

Integration step [1]. Information Synthesis stage of NLP requires linguistic knowledge that 

attributes use of user-defined grammar rules. Systems based on WDEL converts web data to 

relational data model and store it in relational database. WDEL is based on Tree language tree 

automata. Web document is treated as the form of directed graph upon which explicit Tree 

language grammar is applied to map between hierarchical structure to relational data model [1][6]. 

1.5 User posted status on social networking sites and Psycholinguistic meaning 

of words 

One of the most important information types on the web is web user’s expression in user-posted 

status on Social Networking Sites like Facebook, Twitter. Personal emotions, feelings, thoughts 

as expressed in our daily status, posts on social networking sites are informative enough to reveal 

short-term and long-term affective states of mind e.g. happy, surprised, annoyed, angry, sad etc. 

Psycholinguistic meaning of many different words used by users to express emotions, feelings, 

thoughts in status updates are strong indicators of psychological traits of users. Most of the time 

people post status updates by writing sentences without following grammatical rule. 

Psycholinguistic meaning of many implicit words used in user status helps to understand the 

underlying causes and motivations of our reactions to different subject matter of interests, to each 

other within group(s) or even to surrounding situations. 
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1.6 Research questions 

To evaluate capability and performance of existing methodologies used for extracting and mining 

semi-structured webpage content as well as performance of methodologies used for processing 

Social Networking Sites’ user status updates from a researcher’s point of view, a set of questions 

may come into mind that are but not limited to: 

1. As the information and content on the websites and webpages are being updated or

changed rapidly, how efficient are the existing methodologies used for extracting and mining semi-

structured webpage content to process such changes during extraction and integration phase? 

2. As the same piece of information may appear on different websites and webpages having

differentiated hierarchical and nested HTML structure, to what extent existing techniques and 

methodologies are able to extract and store such kind of web data and information efficiently? 

3. Existing XML based techniques have different methodologies for HTML to XML

conversion or transformation in order to extract semi-structured data from websites and to map 

XML data with relational database but are they simple and less labor-intensive methodologies? 

4. NLP techniques and classification-based text mining algorithms are generally used to

identify the context of user comment by analyzing associated words used in that textual comment 

but do the existing NLP techniques can address and eliminate NLP problems like contextual 

information, word sense disambiguation, meaning extraction? 

1.7 Objectives 

The goal of the thesis is to implement a data warehouse-oriented semi-structured webpage content, 

Social Networking Sites’ user status updates extraction and modeling into relational database 

methodology which will help us to obtain qualitative information search results in terms of 

producing a list of hyperlinks to most desired webpages and user posts on Social Networking Sites 

according to given search keywords. Following key objectives have been set up for intended thesis: 
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1. To apply a simplified XML-based technique of extracting webpage content that remains

in semi-structured form on webpages in order to store into relational database within a data 

warehouse. Irrespective of differentiated nested HTML structure of webpages and rapid changes 

of information and content on webpages, a simplified XML-based technique is a convenient way 

of transforming semi-structured webpage content into exchangeable data format for direct 

integration with relational database.  

2. To use XML to relational database schema mapping and to apply Ontology on extracted

and stored web data. Ontology information of a webpage is a vocabulary representation for 

referring words and terms used on that webpage to indicate specific subject area or domain to 

which the webpage belongs. 

3. To use data modeling concept and technique for efficient data management and better

information retrieval process for the most desired information according to user's query. Data 

modeling concept provides a best way of data management and data retrieval technique for large 

volume of data records across database tables and datamarts within a data warehouse.    

4. To use a lexical approach for identification of psycholinguistic features in Facebook user

status updates and Twitter tweets for analyzing psychological traits as exhibited by users for 

reactions to different subject matter of interests and to surrounding situations. Lexical approach 

for analyzing psycholinguistic features in status updates helps us identify short-term and long-

term affective states of human mind having potential connections with psychological traits. 

5. To evaluate performance of the implemented data warehouse-oriented methodology and

to analyze experimental test results. Evaluation of experimental test results drives us to measure 

quality of  search results. 
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1.8 Thesis outline 

Five chapters are included in this thesis. 

Chapter 1 introduces and explains the background, research motivation and objectives of the 

research. 

Chapter 2 briefly discusses existing accomplished research work related to semi-structured 

webpage content extraction and modeling into database. This chapter also discusses existing 

accomplished research work related to identification of emotion, trait emotionality 

(psychological trait) and context in user posted status on Social Networking Sites based on 

linguistic features of emotional words. 

Chapter 3 introduces a simplified XML-based methodology for extracting webpage content in 

semi-structured form and presents data modeling technique for XML to relational database 

schema mapping. 

Chapter 4 presents a lexical approach for identification of psycholinguistic features in Social 

Networking Sites’ user status updates for analyzing emotional and psychological traits which 

helps us to understand the underlying causes and motivations of reactions exhibited by other 

users. 

Chapter 5 discusses the main contribution, current exceptions and the scope for improvement as 

well as overall conclusion of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

2.1 Semi-structured webpage content extraction for relational database 

schema mapping 

ANDES, an XML-based framework features a multistep extraction and transformation process of 

extracting semi-structured data from given websites and transforming the data into a well-

structured form i.e. relational database tuples [9]. Target HTML pages are retrieved through a 

configuration file-based crawler and passed into extractor that attributes extensive use of 

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) rules on pre-processed XHTML in order 

to produce XML output file. XML data is then mapped to relational database schema and inserted 

into relational database, thereby making the extracted data available to database applications 

and tools for data mining. The main disadvantage of this XML-based framework is that it requires 

HTML to XHTML conversion and use of XSLT file to produce XML format to map with relational 

database schema but as websites change, an XSLT file may fail to correctly extract data from the 

pages that changed. 

Another XML-based technique for extracting semi-structured content from webpages and storing 

webpage content into relational database tables is to derive object-oriented database schema for 

storing XML data [6][7][8]. The idea is to use the document type descriptor (DTD) to derive an 

object-oriented schema. DTDs describe the structure of XML documents and are considered as 

the schemas for XML documents. Several inlining techniques like basic, shared and hybrid solve 

complex DTD associated with the XML document by simplification rules. After simplification of 

DTD, inlined DTD graph is drawn and then generate database schema according to the inlined 
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DTD graph. Methodologies that use XML DTD use DTD to derive an object-oriented schema but 

the technique is rigid because the object-oriented schema cannot accommodate XML data that 

does not conform to the given DTD. 

Zhoa Li and Wee Keong Ng [56] described a Web data extraction system, WICCAP and its 

internal Web Data Extraction Language (WDEL) to describe the web documents to be extracted, 

output data model and the mapping relation between them. They introduced the grammar of 

WDEL and the grammar of WDEL can be viewed as the schema of web documents and output 

data. WDEL is based on a formal tree language to provide a unified view of representing original 

web documents to be extract, output of extraction and transforming between them. WDEL 

grammars can be used as basic criteria to cluster extracted data and web documents but authors 

did not consider to combine the semantic information (e.g., the words extracted in output) and 

the schema to find relationship among web data resources. 

Yuanying Mo and Tok Wang Ling [57] utilized ORA-SS (Object-Relationship-Attribute model for 

Semi-Structured data) as data model and used object-relational database management systems to 

store and manage semi-structured data. They outlined an algorithm that maps ORA-SS schema 

diagrams to the object-relational model. Such an algorithm demonstrates how semi-structured 

data can efficiently and consistently be stored in a nested relational database management system 

like Oracle 8i or its newer version Oracle 9i.  

The methodology for extracting heterogeneous semi-structured web data from webpages and 

mapping into relational database implemented by Hicham Snoussi et al. [44] uses W4F (World 

Wide Web Wrapper Factory) and JEDI (Java Extraction and Dissemination of Information) 

wrappers that contain a set of extraction and transformation instructions, including rules and 

codes of control. A rule contains a syntactic constraint describing the data (character strings) to 

be extracted. The goal of a wrapper is to indicate how to generate a representation in XML for 

the extracted data. Authors used SOX (Schema for Oriented Object XML), a language of 

definition of schemas for XML files. SOX has been developed to overcome the insufficiencies of 
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DTD. The most useful case of such an extraction process is on webpages that present dynamic 

contents, but with fixed structures. The main disadvantage of this methodology is that users have 

to learn specific languages to write Wrappers additionally and the syntax of the language makes 

it difficult to use wrappers.     

Multilevel database approach to organize web-based information focused on the idea that the 

lowest level of the database contains primitive semi-structured information stored in various Web 

repositories, such as hypertext documents [5]. At the higher level(s), metadata or generalizations 

are extracted from lower levels and organized in structured collections such as relational or object-

oriented databases.  

2.2 Identification of emotion in Social Networking Sites’ user status to reveal 

psychological traits 

The emotion words people generally use provide important psychological cues to their thought 

processes, emotional states, intentions, and motivations. Tausczik and Pennebaker discussed that 

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), a transparent text analysis program counts words 

in psychologically meaningful categories [19]. Empirical results using LIWC demonstrate its ability 

to detect meaning in a wide variety of experimental settings, including emotionality, social 

relationships, thinking styles, and individual differences. Authors have summarized some of the 

LIWC dimensions that reflect language correlates of attentional focus, emotional state, social 

relationships, thinking styles, and individual differences. This review is very much brief and 

selective. Word use is highly contextual and many of the findings may not hold with different 

groups of people or across a wide range of settings. 

Srinivasu Badugu and Matla Suhasini [45] proposed a knowledge-based approach for detecting the 

emotion in tweets. The proposed approach enables us to classify large amounts of short texts 

messages into four classes of emotion: (i) Happy-Active Class, (ii) Happy-Inactive Class, (iii) 

Unhappy-Active Class and (iii) Unhappy-Inactive Class. Classifying short texts according to finer-

grained classes of emotions provides rich and informative data about the emotional states of 
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individuals. The accuracy with the system is 85%. With the proposed system it is possible to 

understand the deeper levels of emotions. In this system authors considered only the text part 

and they ignored emojis, but emojis also play major role in the detection of emotion. 

Some researchers applied lexical approach to identify emotions in text. For example, Strapparava 

and Mihalcea [46] constructed a large lexicon annotated for six basic emotions: anger, disgust, 

fear, joy, sadness and surprise. Through comparative evaluations of several knowledge-based and 

corpus-based methods, authors tried to identify the methods that work best for the annotation of 

emotions. As a scope of future work, this work should be extended to explore the lexical structure 

of emotions and integrate deeper semantic processing of the text into the knowledge-based and 

corpus-based classification methods. In another work, Choudhury et al. [47] identified a lexicon of 

more than 200 moods frequent on Twitter. Inspired by the circumplex model, they measured the 

valence and arousal of each mood through mechanical turk and psychology literature sources. 

Then, they collected posts which have one of the moods in their mood lexicon in the form of a 

hashtag at the end of a post. 

Rajwa et al. [21] introduced basic psychological needs corpus consisting of 6,334 tweets. The 

corpus was annotated with emotion categories, psychological needs, levels of satisfaction of the 

needs, types of social contexts and life domains. As a scope of future work, the dataset authors 

used can be extended to cover more types of needs based on other theories and can be enriched 

to cover more contexts and life domains. 

Wang showed how various linguistic features correlate with each personality trait and to what 

extent can we predict personality traits from language [22]. 

Results from studies by Wang et al. [48], Schwartz et al.[49] exploring the relationship between 

linguistic indicators extracted from Facebook and emotional well-being are mixed and 

inconclusive. These studies reported only weak-to-moderate relationship between psychological 

and linguistic indicators. 
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Bharat Gaind et al. [60] addressed the problem of detection, classification and quantification of 

emotions of text collected from Twitter. Authors proposed a method to classify text into six 

different Emotion-Categories: Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Anger, Surprise and Disgust. Authors 

managed to create a large bag of emotional words, along with their emotion intensities. On testing, 

their model provides significant accuracy in classifying tweets taken from Twitter. Their work 

should be extended to establish a system for automatically updating the bag-of-words. 

2.3 Conclusion 

Usually the most useful and important webpage content e.g. plain texts, images, video, hyperlink 

texts remain inside the hierarchically nested HTML tags of webpage body. Compared to existing 

work done by Jussi Myllymaki, 2001 [9], Kshitija Pol et al., 2008 [6], Niki Kapadia et al., 2012 

[7], Mustafa Atay et al., 2005 [8], Hicham Snoussi et al., 2001 [44] our data warehouse-oriented 

approach of semi-structured webpage content extraction and modeling into database introduces a 

simplified and less labor intensive XML-based semi-structured webpage content extraction 

technique that has following advantages: 

Table 2.1: Advantages of our approach over major existing semi-structured webpage content 
extraction and database schema mapping techniques  

Authors [existing research 
work] 

Webpage content 
extraction and database 

schema mapping 
technique  

Implemented work in this 
research 

Advantages 

Jussi Myllymaki [9] 
XML-based, HTML to 

XHTML conversion and 
use of XSLT file 

A data warehouse-oriented 
approach of semi-
structured webpage 
content extraction and  

Simplified and less labor 
intensive XML-based 

technique that does not 
require HTML-XHTML 
conversion and use of 

XSLT as XSLT file may 
fail to correctly extract 
content from webpages 

that change rapidly 

Kshitija Pol et al [6], Niki 
Kapadia et al.[7], Mustafa 

Atay et al.[8] 

XML-based, Object-
oriented database 

schema generation using 
DTD for storing XML 

data 

Does not require DTD. 
Instead, HTML-XML 
conversion for direct 

mapping with database 
table and modeling in 

database     
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Hicham Snoussi et al. [44] 

XML-based, application 
of Wrapper having 

extraction rules and use 
of SOX for definition of 
schemas for XML files 

 

modeling into database 

Independent of Wrapper 
hence does not require 

writing extraction rules in 
Wrapper  

Compared to existing work done by Srinivasu Badugu and Matla Suhasini [45], Strapparava and 

Mihalcea [46], Wang et al.,2012 [48], Schwartz et al., 2014 [49] our implemented lexical approach 

for identification of psychological traits as exhibited by users in Social Networking Sites’ user 

status updates has following advantages:  

� As emojis play major role in the detection of emotion, we have a set of emojis majorly 

used in social networking sites and build a emoticon dictionary. In this dictionary we 

associated each emoticon to a sentiment annotation.  

� To identify emotions in user status updates on Social Networking Sites, our lexical 

approach integrates deeper semantic processing of the emotion related words into 

knowledge base. 

� To show relation between linguistic features and psychological traits, our lexical approach 

has a psycholinguistic repository that contains mapping of positive and negative opinion 

words, emojis, amplifier words.  
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Chapter 3 

Semi-structured Webpage Content 
Extraction and Modeling into Relational 
database 

3.1 Introduction 

Webpage content in semi-structured form usually remains in hierarchically nested HTML tags of 

a webpage body. Unlike structured data that can be neatly modeled, organized, and formatted 

into relational database, semi-structured webpage content or webpage data does not attribute to 

have enough regular structure to qualify for the kinds of management and automation usually 

applied to structured data. Webpages of many Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C), Business-to-

Consumer (B2C) e-commerce websites having product’s feature specification, image, price etc., 

online financial websites having stock market data and information, online news websites attribute 

semi-structured content.  

As the same piece of information may appear on different webpages having differentiated 

hierarchical and nested HTML structure, it is evident that extracting the most desired, useful 

webpage content from the diverse websites and modeling into relational database has become 

challenging. Figure 3.1 shows two differentiated webpages of two different job searching websites 

that contain almost the same type of information of a job advertisement but with different 

hierarchical and nested HTML structure. XML has become a standard for the exchange of semi-

structured data. Integrating XML data into data warehouses is a hot topic. Storing and managing 

webpage content as XML data using relational databases is an attractive area of research for the 

researchers since relational databases are mature. 
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Two types of strategies arise when we want to store XML data into relational databases and query 

[8]:  

(i) When the XML file is associated and validated with a Document Type Descriptors (DTD) file

and the DTD or XML schema definition file is used to translate XML to database;

(ii) When no DTD or no XML schema is associated with the XML file i.e. model mapping

approach.

While the DTD-based mapping or XML schema mapping schemes [10],[11],[12],[13],[14] have 

presented different strategies to generate a good database schema from an XML schema, there 

has been no published work presenting algorithms for mapping XML files to relational data that 

will fit into the generated database schema and preserve the XML data order [8]. Several model 

mapping schemes [10],[11],[12],[15],[16],[17] are used to store and query XML documents. These 

approaches are not dependent on the complexity of the XML schemas or its structure. 

In this chapter, section 3.2 describes a step-by-step our simplified XML-based technique for 

extracting webpage content in semi-structured form on websites to store into relational database. 

An efficient DOM-based linear data mapping approach has been followed which handles the order-

preserving requirement of XML data in files to map with relational database table. It also describes 

use of Multidimensional Fact data model concept for efficient data management and better 

information retrieval technique for the most desired information according to user's query. Section 

3.3 contains a brief discussion about the implementation of a web application programming 

interface (API) which we developed as part of the total implementation. This web API helps us 

to obtain qualitative information search results in terms of list of hyperlinks to most relevant 

webpages according to given search keywords. Section 3.4 contains experimental outputs and 

performance result of the web application based on our given input search keywords. In this 

section we also analyzed the experimental results. Section 3.5 concludes the chapter by discussing 

what we achieved. 
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Generally, a webpage (complex object) is composed of URL address, header, body, footer sub-

contents. Text, images, video contents all make up body of a webpage. Typically, two types of 

text remain:  

(i) Plain text

(ii) Hyperlink text.

Types of content considered e.g. text, image, video for integration in a data warehouse all bear 

characteristics that can be used for indexing. We choose Oracle database Release 12.2.0.1.0 (Oracle 

12c) as database for storing extracted semi-structured webpage content into database tables as 

per our developed data model in the database.  

The overall XML-based technique for extracting semi-structured webpage content and storing 

webpage content into relational database is divided into four steps as described below:

3.2.1 Extracting Webpage Content out of HTML DOM Tree 

To extract the most useful plain texts, image URL, video URL, hyperlink text out of the 

hierarchical and nested HTML, we used web2mine [50], an easy-to-use webpage extractor that 

extracts the content (text, hyperlink text, image URL, video URL) from webpages and transforms 

results into multiple data file formats e.g. XML, CSV etc. The extraction process of web2mine is 

divided into three main steps: 

(i) Extraction pattern specification – configuration of extraction pattern by specifying webpage

regions that contain HTML structures with embedded webpage content or data

(ii) Scheduling an automatic extraction task – scheduling an automatic extraction task at a

specified time that automatically finds webpage URLs and extracts content based on extraction

pattern

(iii) Extracted webpage content export – automatic generation and exporting of data files which

contain extracted content.
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Figure 3.3 shows a typical configuration of an extraction pattern of an e-commerce website’s 

webpage in web2mine. In an extraction pattern, we need to specify webpage regions which we 

want to extract as in figure 3.3, we marked by “Yellow” color (The high-definition figure can be 

zoomed in for details).  

Figure 3.3: Extraction pattern specification of a webpage in web extractor’s extraction pattern 

(The high-definition figure can be zoomed in for details) 

Webpage content of specified webpage region adheres to HTML DOM tree structure. Figure 3.4 

shows part of the nested HTML structure of the webpage content for which we specified webpage 

regions in extraction pattern specification in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5 shows part of the 

corresponding HTML DOM structure built by the web extractor. 
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3.2.3 XML data file integration, Mapping and Data loading 

The scheduled extraction task of the web extractor dumps all XML files into a database file 

directory. We utilized one of the default data file directories of Oracle 12c, named 

‘DATA_PUMP_DIR’. Box 3.1 shows a database procedure insXMLWebPageContent() who is 

responsible for mapping XML data values of XML file with database table. 

 

 

Box 3.1: Database procedure for mapping XML data values of XML file with database table 

Box 3.2 shows a database procedure insTransactTblWebContent() which is responsible for loading 

mapped XML data into an intermediate transactional database table named as 

THESISDBDW.THESISDBDW.DWR_TRANSACT_TBL_WP_CONTENT. 

01  Procedure insXMLWebPageContent() 
02  Begin 
03      V_FILE_NAME := NULL; 
04      L_NULL := NULL; 
05      V_DIRECTORY :='C:\app\Shahriar\admin\THESISDB\dpdump\*.xml';//Physical path of  

        data file directory 
06      L_DIRECTORY := V_DIRECTORY; 
07      SYS.DBMS_BACKUP_RESTORE.SEARCHFILES(L_DIRECTORY, L_NULL); //Searches 

a XML file in a given directory and get full physical 
 path of XML file 

08   For each x IN (select fname_krbmsft as DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME from x$krbmsft) 
09     do DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE(x.DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME) 
10   End For 
11   Insert into Table1 Select fname_krbmsft as DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME From x$krbmsft 
12       Select SUBSTR(DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME,(INSTR(DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME,'\',- 

    1,1)+1),length(DIRECTORY_FILE_NAME)) into V_FILE_NAME from Table1 
13      Insert into Table2 

   with tt as 
   (Select(Select xmltype(bfilename('DATA_PUMP_DIR',V_FILE_NAME), 

nls_charset_id('UTF8')) xmlcol From Dual) 
         From tt, TABLE(XMLSequence(extract(xmlcol,'/Items/Item'))))  
14 UTL_FILE.FREMOVE('DATA_PUMP_DIR', V_FILE_NAME) //Removes XML file after 

      data loading 
15  End
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user given input search keywords to a web server that ultimately transfers forward to the database 

to retrieve data records. The web API is also responsible for displaying list of hyperlinks to most 

relevant webpages as search results that the database sends back to the application interface 

through the web server. 

3.3.1 Tool selection 

Table 3.1: List of web API development tool used 

Name Versions 

Visual Studio Community 2019 16.1.29001.49 

Table 3.2:  List of web API development technology and libraries used 

Technology 

Name Versions 

ASP.Net (C#) Core Application 
for Windows Web API 

4.0.30319 

Libraries and assemblies 

Name Versions 

Microsoft .Net Framework 4.0.30319 

Oracle Data Provider for .Net, 
64-bit 

(Oracle.ManagedDataAccess) 

4.122.1.0 

Table 3.1 shows the tool we used to develop the web API. Microsoft’s Visual Studio Community 

2019 is an integrated development environment (IDE) framework for developing ASP.NET Core 

application that features communication between client-side (Browser) to database and vice-versa 

through a web server. Table 3.2 shows technology and libraries we used to develop the web API. 

To develop a database driven web application, we choose ASP.Net with C# code-behind that 

provides a wide range of client-side tools to design browser-based user interface as well as supports 

built-in and user-defined functions and methods written in C#. We utilized class libraries provided 

by .Net framework 4.0 to build C# code and to run the web application. We also utilized 

Oracle.ManagedDataAccess assembly provided by Oracle Data Provider for Microsoft's .NET 
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GetSearchKeywordType (string[ ] keywords) function passes array of string to data 

access layer function SearchKeywordType(string[ ] keywords) that finds 

unique KEYWORDS_INFO_WORD_TYPE_NAME column value of 

dimensional table THESISDBDIM.DWL_TBL_KEYWORDS_INFO in the database.  

� GetSearchKeywordInfoAndOntlogy (string keywords_info_word_type): This

method takes keyword word type (single word) as input identified in first step and passes

to data access layer function SearchKeywordInfoAndOntlogy (string

keywords_info_word_type) that finds all the ids  of corresponding each search keywords,

unique KEYWORD_WP_ONTLGY_MAP_NAME column value and corresponding

keyword-ontology mapping id in �✁✂✄☎✆✝✞☎✟✠☎✡☎☛✂ ☞✌✍✍✎✟☛ dimensional table✏

� GetWebPageSearchResult(int[ ] keywords_id, int keyword_ontology_map_id, 

string ontology_map_name): Once keyword-ontology mapping id is identified in step 

two, this method passes necessary keyword id values stored in an integer array, 

keyword-ontology mapping id and ontology mapping name to data access layer function 

SearchWebPage (int[ ] keywords_id, int keyword_ontology_map_id, string 

ontology_map_name) that finds corresponding Level-1 derived table name in the 

database which contains ontology mapping name, retrieves all the data records stored in 

the Level-1 derived table and returns search result to user interface to show as list of 

hyperlinks to webpages that contain texts, images URL, video URL closely related to 

search keywords.

Figure 3.18 shows search result obtained for given input search string ‘google pixel phone’. Unique 

word type value and word type category value for ‘google’ ‘pixel’ ‘phone’ are ‘product’ and ‘mobile 

phone’. The search result below shows all the hyperlinks to webpages of shopping domain 

(ontology) that contain search query ‘google pixel phone’.    
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Figure 3.23 shows graphical representation of time taken in each of the three experimental outputs. 

Figure 3.23: Graphical representation 

In figure 3.23 of the graphical representation, we see that the time taken for the web application 

that passes input search string ‘google pixel’ (no. of search keywords=2) through sequential 

multiple user-defined functions to retrieve data records as search result (list of hyperlinks to 

relevant webpages) from database table is 0.57 seconds and the search result (figure 3.19) contain 

all the hyperlinks to relevant webpages that contain text, image, video content having words 

‘google’, ‘pixel’ embedded with content whereas the time taken for the application that passes 

input search string ‘google pixel phone’ (no. of search keywords=3) through sequential multiple 

user-defined functions to retrieve data records as search result is 0.32 seconds and the search result 

(figure 3.20) contain hyperlinks to most relevant webpages appeared first that contain text, image, 

video content having words ‘google’, ‘pixel’, ‘phone’ embedded with content. Furthermore, when 

the web application passes input search string ‘google pixel phone 32GB’ (no. of search 

keywords=4) through sequential multiple user-defined functions to retrieve data records as search 

result, it displays hyperlinks to most closely and desired webpages appeared first (in figure 3.21) 

that contain text, image, video content having words ‘google’, ‘pixel’, ‘phone’, ‘32GB’ embedded 

with content and takes relatively lowest time 0.27 seconds. Using the unique word type value 
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‘mobile phone’ of keywords ‘google’, ‘pixel’, ‘phone’, ‘32GB’ we mapped these search keywords 

with ontology name ‘shopping’. So instead of searching all the data records in 

THESISDBDW.DWB_TBL_SHOPPING_WP_CONTENT Level-1 derived table, the query 

passed to the database searches only the data records that contain particular keyword-ontology 

mapping id of ‘shopping’ and return the list of hyperlinks of most closely relevant webpages 

appearing at first in search result.  

Generally, an important metric of search result performance for any keyword-based web search 

application is the time taken for the web application that passes input search keywords or search 

query to execute on stored data records in a database for retrieval of data records of semi-

structured webpage content. Compared to other web search query systems that utilizes different 

SQL-like languages to execute on database stored records of semi-structured webpage content, our 

web application attributes to take an overall good less  amount of average time to execute on 

stored data records in a database for retrieval of data records of semi-structured webpage content. 

Table 3.4: Performance of search query execution compared to other web search query 
applications of Semi-structured webpage content 

Web search query 
applications of Semi-

structure webpage content 
search 

Execution time range of 
search query 

Implemented web 
application in this 

research work 

Execution time range 
of search query 

WebSQL [58] 
from 10 seconds to above 1 

minute  
Explorer 

from 10 seconds to 60 
seconds 

WebDB [59] 
from 10 seconds to 70 

seconds   

3.5 Conclusion 

In our multidimensional fact data model, we maintained a base fact table that contains data 

records of webpage content in semi-structured form of many different websites. Based on 

meaningful keywords found in a webpage’s URL, Ontology information of a webpage i.e. specific 

subject area to which that webpage belongs (for example, e-commerce, news, finance), we derived 

Level-1 derived tables from fact table. We maintained indexing of data records of all Level-1 
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derived tables in base fact table. Indexing improves the speed of data retrieval operations. So, the 

more efficiently we do mapping of more and more keyword and ontology as well as indexing of 

data records in database tables, the better search result with high speed of data retrieval time we 

can expect. 
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Chapter 4 

Processing Social Networking Sites’ User 
Status to Reveal User’s Psychological Trait 

4.1 Introduction 

Facebook and Twitter are the two most popular Social Networking Sites as Facebook, the biggest 

Social Network Site worldwide, has 2.41 billion monthly active users as of the second quarter of 

20191 and Twitter has over 321 million active monthly users2. People frequently use Facebook 

and Twitter to broadcast their activities and share their opinions about a wide variety of topics 

and events. Social Networking Site’s user status posted as public is informative enough to know 

user’s daily thoughts, feelings, emotions through textual self-description. User status on Social 

Networking Sites like Facebook and Twitter represent a vast and relatively new source of 

ecological data with potential connections with individual behavioral and psychological 

characteristics or traits. Traits reflect people’s characteristic patterns of thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviors [53]. Traits are based on Trait theory in personality psychology. Trait theory is an 

approach to the study of human personality [54]. Trait theorists are primarily interested in the 

measurement of traits, which can be defined as habitual patterns of behavior, thought, and 

emotion. Traits are something a person either has or does not have, but in many others traits 

have dimensions such as positive (good behaviors) and negative (bad behaviors) [55].   

User status on Social Networking Sites like Facebook and Twitter is a rich source of information 

to help understand the behaviors and affective states of individuals. Some of the existing research 

1
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-worldwide/ Date accessed: 

August 7, 2019. 

2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter. Date accessed: August 7, 2019. 
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focuses on general dimensions sentiment analysis and opinion mining, using three polarity 

categories: positive, negative and neutral [31], [32]. Balabantaray et al.[33], Yan et al. [34] went 

beyond the general sentiment analysis and deeply recognize distinct and dimensional emotional 

categories. Golbeck et al. [35], Bollen et al.[36] have also explored more distinguishable long-term 

affective states such as personality and mood.  

In this chapter, section 4.2 describes a lexical approach for identification of emotional and 

psychological cues expressed in extracted Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets. This 

section describes use of Multidimensional Fact data model concept [52] for efficient data 

management and better information retrieval technique for the most desired search result 

according to user's query. Section 4.3 contains a brief discussion about the implementation of web 

API module that retrieves people’s tweets and status updates from our datamart of processed 

Facebook user status and Twitter tweet data records based on mapping of opinion words, emojis 

with psychological traits. Section 4.4 contains experimental outputs and evaluation of 

experimental test results. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter by discussing what we achieved. 

4.2 Implemented Lexical approach for Identification of Emotional and 

Psychological Traits in Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets 

The overall Facebook user status updates, Twitter tweets dataset extraction as well as emotional, 

psychological cues identification in extracted Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets 

process is divided into four steps as described below: 

4.2.1 Data extraction 

People frequently use the two top-most popular Social Networking Sites Facebook and Twitter to 

broadcast their activities and share their opinions about a wide variety of topics and events. 

Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets posted as public are informative enough to know 

user’s daily thoughts, feelings, emotions through textual self-description. We collected Facebook 

dataset of 9,917 status updates of Facebook’s English speaking active users through Facebook  
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Graph API1 and this dataset contains 9,917 publicly posted user status between January 7, 2019 

to January 8, 2019 having words used to express emotions that represent below LIWC’s2 (Linguistic 

Inquiry and Word Count) [19] 4 subcategories of human psychological states (out of 64 different 

subcategories in the LIWC dictionary): 

Table 4.1: Four subcategories of LIWC dictionary for human psychological states 

LIWC Category LIWC Subcategory Example word 

Affective processes - Positive 
emotion 

Positive emotion Love, Amazing 

Affective processes - Negative 
emotion 

Anxiety Tensed 

Anger Hate 

Sadness Sad 

LIWC includes a semantic dictionary that maps words and word stems to a set of 64 different 

categories of emotional and cognitive aspects of human behavioral traits [51]. To obtain publicly 

posted user status updates or page posts, we followed API calling method for Facebook object 

type ‘post’3. We specified Facebook object type ‘post’ having ‘message’ field containing example 

words as listed in Table 4.1. During extraction of user status updates through Graph API, we 

specified our desired fields to remain in the Facebook dataset. The Facebook dataset we collected 

was in JSON format. We converted JSON datafile into CSV file format with data fields as listed 

in Table 4.2 below. 

1
 https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/overview 

2https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282124505_The_Development_and_Psychometric_Properties_of_LIW

C2015 
3 https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/v4.0/post
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Table 4.2: Data fields in extracted Facebook dataset and their descriptions 

Data column name Description 

from Official Facebook author id 

id Unique Facebook post id 

target Facebook display name on the 
profile 

message Status 

link Link attached to user’s public 
post 

Using nltk.twitter v.3.4 python library [40], we collected Twitter dataset of recent 3,240 tweets 

between January 7, 2019 to January 8, 2019 (Twitter live public stream) which is a sample of all 

Tweets published by active users during January 7, 2019 to January 8, 2019 having examples 

words as listed in Table 4.1. We utilized Twitter class1 of nltk.twitter package and we used 

tweets() function of Twitter class to specify example words (listed in Table 4.1) as keyword to 

pass through tweets(). Tweets retrieved from the Twitter Search API were in JSON which a 

simple structured text format and we used nltk.twitter.common.json2csv2 utility function of 

nltk.twitter package to extract selected fields from a file of line-separated JSON tweets and to 

write in a file of CSV format. Data fields in the Twitter dataset were as listed in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Data fields in extracted Twitter dataset and their descriptions 

Data column name Description 

user_id Official Twitter’s author id 

id Unique Tweet id 

screen_name Display name on the profile 

text Twitter textual data 

source URL attached to a tweet posted 
as public 

1 http://www.nltk.org/howto/twitter.html�simple  
2 https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/twitter/common.html#extract_fields 
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Box 4.2: Python code snippet of different functions used in data cleaning stage 

import re, string 
import nltk 

from nltk import word_tokenize 
from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

def remove_url(text):  #Removes URL 
    text = re.sub(r'\b(?:(?:https?|ftp)://)?\w[\w-]*(?:\.[\w-]+)+\S*(?<![.,])', ' ', text.lower()) 
    words1 = re.findall(r'[a-z.,]+', text) 
    return ' '.join(words) 

string_punctuation1 =  "#,@" 

def remove_punctuation1(text): #Removes hashtag(#), Mentions(@) 
    no_punct = "" 
    for letter in text: 

  if letter not in string_punctuation1: 
      no_punct += letter 

    return no_punct 

def remove_punctuation2(text): #Removes punctuations except full stop(“.”) 
    text = re.sub("[^a-zA-Z' ]+", ',', s) 
    words2 = re.findall("[^\n\t\d:.,]+", text) 
    return ' '.join(words2) 

def remove_numbers(text): #Removes numbers 
    output = ''.join(c for c in text if not c.isdigit()) 
    return output 

def to_lower(text): #Conversion to lower case 
    return ' '.join([w.lower() for w in word_tokenize(text)]) 

stop_words = set(stopwords.words('english')) 

def remove_stopwords(sentence): #Removes stop words 
    clean_sent =[] 
    for w in word_tokenize(sentence): 

  if not w in stop_words: 
      clean_sent.append(w) 

    return " ".join(clean_sent) 
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4.2.2.2 Tokenization 

Tokenization follows the data cleaning stage. After cleaning text data as described in data cleaning 

stage, we used Stanford Core NLP PTBTokenizer [41] to tokenize or break Facebook status text 

into smaller sentences, which were further tokenized into words, phrases, symbols, called tokens. 

We utilized edu.stanford.nlp.process.PTBTokenizer that conforms tokenization over ASCII 

text and Unicode text (Emojis). We applied unicode pattern matching to identify the emojis 

during tokenization. Regular expression pattern for Unicode emojis is: 

[\\u20a0-\\u32ff\\ud83c\\udc00-\\ud83d\\udeff\\udbb9\\udce5-\\udbb9\\udcee] 

We used nltk.tokenize.stanford module of NLTK v3.4.4 and utilized Stanford tokenizer’s 

PTBTokenizer to tokenize tweets. Tokenization of the tweet (T) provides the tokens list shown 

in Box 4.2. 

 

 

Box 4.2: Tweet (T) after tokenization 

Box 4.3 shows Python code snippet of tweet text tokenization. 

[“check”, “out”, “these”, “awesome”, “bulletin”, 
“boards” “has”, “ready”, “for”, “students”, “at”, 
“wms”, “we”, “are”, “almost”, “ready”, “to”, “start”, 
“what”, “will”, “be”, “amazing”, “school”, “year”, 
“inspireexcellence”, “wms”] 
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Box 4.3: Python code snippet of function used in tokenization of tweet text 

from nltk.internals import find_jar, config_java, java, _java_options 
from nltk.tokenize.api import TokenizerI 
from nltk.parse.corenlp import CoreNLPParser 

class StanfordTokenizer(TokenizerI): 
    def __init__( 

  self, 
  path_to_jar = None, 
  encoding = 'utf8', 
  options = None, 
 verbose = False, 

  java_options = '-mx1000m', 
    ): 

  self._stanford_jar = find_jar( 
  self._JAR, 
  path_to_jar, 
  env_vars = ('STANFORD_POSTAGGER',), 
  searchpath = (), 
  url =_stanford_url, 
  verbose=verbose, 

  ) 
  self._encoding = encoding 
  self.java_options = java_options 

  options = {} if options is None else options 
  self._options_cmd = ','.join( 

  '{0}={1}'.format(key, val) for key, val in options.items() 
  ) 

def _parse_tokenized_output(text): #Output after tokenization 
  return text.splitlines() 

def tokenize(self, text): #Calls Stanford tokenizer's PTBTokenizer and pass tweet text 
  cmd = ['edu.stanford.nlp.process.PTBTokenizer'] 
  return self._parse_tokenized_output(self._execute(cmd, text)) 
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We stored all processed data records of Facebook user status and Twitter tweet into a fact table 

THESISDBDW.DWB_TBL_SOCIAL_NETWORK_SITE_USER_STATUS which serves as 

datamart of Facebook user status and Twitter tweets. Each data record in this table contains 

associated opinion keywords and foreign key to 

THESISDBDIM.DWL_TBL_PSYCHOLINGUISTIC_REPOSITORY table.  

4.3  Web API implementation 

To retrieve people’s Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets from our datamart of processed 

Facebook user status and Twitter tweet data records based on mapping of positive and negative 

opinion words, emojis, amplifier words with LIWC’s different categories of psychological states in 

our psycholinguistic repository, we utilized the same web API we developed for searching most 

relevant webpages in terms of list of hyperlinks according to given search keywords. But to find 

out Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets from our datamart of processed Facebook user 

status and Twitter tweet data records, we implemented separate user-defined functions in C# 

through which a given formatted input search query (string) passes sequentially. Figure 4.6 shows 

the GUI of the web API that transfers input search query of desired Facebook status updates and 

Twitter tweets down to database through a Http web request and displays Facebook user status 

and Twitter tweets with URL attached to each user status and tweet post as search result returned 

by database.        
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Figure 4.6: Input search query for Facebook status updates and tweets that contain keywords “what an 

amazing year” 

As shown in figure 4.6, we need to enter search keywords enclosed in quotation (“ ”) and the search 

keywords form a string which goes through sequential user-defined functions as described below:  

� GetSearchKeywordType (string[ ] keywords): This method takes input search

keywords as array of string once the input search keywords are splitted as single keyword

enclosed in quotation (“ ”) and white spaces among the splitted keywords are removed by

built-in Split() function. GetSearchKeywordType (string[ ] keywords) function passes

array of string to function SearchKeywordTypeCategory(string[ ] keywords). As the

splitted keywords are enclosed in quotation, at this stage they are identified as words used

in narrative sentence for tweets and user status on Social Networking Sites like Twitter,

Facebook.

� GetOpinionAmplifierWord(string[ ] keywords): Once keywords are identified as words

used in narrative sentence for tweets and user status, function

GetOpinionAmplifierWord(string[ ] keywords) takes each keyword out of quotation (“ ”)

and forms an array of string which goes through data access layer function

SearchOpinionAmplifierWord(string[] keywords). Function
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SearchOpinionAmplifierWord(string[ ] keywords) identifies opinion words, amplifier words 

by matchin� opinion and amplifier lexicons. 

� GetOpinionAmplifierWordId(string[ ] keywords): Once opinion and amplifier words

are identified, this function forms an array of string comprising opinion and amplifier

words. ✁✂✄☎ ✆✝✞✟✠✄✡✞ passes the array of string to data access layer function 

SearchOpinionAmplifierWordId(string[ ] keywords). Function

SearchOpinionAmplifierWordId(string[ ] keywords) finds associated id of each opinion

word and amplifier word.

� GetPsycholinguisticMapping(int[ ] keywords_id): This function takes integer id of

each opinion word and amplifier word as an array of integer which the function passes to

SearchPsycholinguisticMapping(int[ ] keywords_id). ☛☞✌✍ ✎unction finds the mapping 

of opinion, amplifier word to associated psycholinguistic trait in psycholinguistic 

repository of our database.

� GetSocialNetworkingSiteUserStatus(int[ ] opinion_words_id, in✏ [ ]

psycholinguistic_trait_map_id): Once psycholinguistic word mapping id is identified, this

method passes necessary opinion word id values stored in an integer array, psycholinguistic

trait mapping id to data access layer function

SearchSocialNetworkingSiteUserStatus (int[ ] opinion_words_id, int [ ]

psycholinguistic_trait_map_id) that retrieves all the data records stored in the datamart

of tweets and user status updates and returns closely related Facebook user status and

Twitter tweet data records that match certain psycholinguistic trait mapping and search

keywords to show as search result of Facebook user status and Twitter tweets with URL

attached to each user status and tweet post on the GUI.

Figure 4.7 shows the search result Facebook user status and Twitter tweets with URL attached to each 

user status and tweet post as displayed by the web API. 
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To measure how user status updates and tweets that appear in search result are truly relevant to 

accurate psychological trait and to measure how much user status updates and tweets that appear 

in search result are correct out of certain number of user status updates and tweets that should 

have been returned we used ‘Precision’1 and ‘Recall’1 statistical metrices respectively. 

Precision = TP/(TP+FP) 

where TP and FP are the number of true positive and false positive results. 

Recall is commonly referred to as sensitivity or true positive rate and is the odds of getting a 

positive test outcome given a positive case. 

Recall = TP/(TP+FN) 

4.4.3 Performance Result and Analysis of Result 

For January 7, 2019 to January 8, 2019, we collected 9,917 publicly posted status updates of many 

English-speaking active users of Facebook and 3,240 tweets of many English-speaking active users 

of Twitter. For January 14, 2019 to January 15, 2019, we collected 8,653 publicly posted status 

updates of many English-speaking active users of Facebook and 3,198 tweets of many English-

speaking active users of Twitter. All these user status updates and tweets contained example 

opinion words used to express emotions that represent LIWC’s 4 subcategories of human 

psychological states (Table 4.1). we executed the four experiments as described in section 4.4.1 to 

execute on pair of combined Facebook and Twitter datasets stored in the database. Table 4.7 

shows the no. of total data records in our collected two datasets and the no. of processed data 

records that we stored in database after data cleaning.      

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
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Table 4.7: Initial data records in datasets and processed data records in database 

Data set 
Total no. of data records 
(Facebook user status + 
Twitter tweets) in Dataset 

No. of processed data records 
after Data Cleaning 

January 7 to 8, 
2019 

13,157 11,619 

January 14 to 15, 
2019 

11,851 9,435 

For each pair of datasets we were interested to see out of total processed and stored user status 

update and tweet data records in database table that contain opinion words as listed in Table 4.1, 

how many user status updates and tweets appeared in search result contain certain sentence 

fragments that accurately reveal true mapping of opinion words, emojis and amplifier words with 

corresponding psychological traits. We were specifically interested to see % of correct user status 

updates and tweets in search result that contain certain sentence fragment and reveal true 

mapping of opinion word with corresponding psychological trait. 

The percentage (ranging between 81%-86%) of correct user status updates and tweets appeared 

in search results we obtained is uniform to the percentage of accuracy (80%-85) as obtained by 

Srinivasu Badugu and Matla Suhasini [45] in their experimental result of emotion classification in 

tweets methodology. The higher percentage indicates better identification of emotion that 

accurately reveal true psychological traits as exhibited by Facebook and Twitter user. 

Table 4.8 shows the result that we obtained after executing the four experimental tests (section 
4.4.1) on our first dataset (January 7 to 8, 2019). 
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Table 4.8: Experimental test result on dataset of January 7 to 8, 2019 

Facebook user status and Twitter tweets that contain opinion word: 

"Amazing" "Tensed" "Hate" "Sad" 

No. of user status and tweet 
data records in database table 3,904 2,859 3,014 1,842 

No. of user status and tweets 
appeared in search result that 
contain certain sentence 
fragments and accurately 
reveal true psychological traits 

3,154 2,363 2,570 1,497 

Out of total no. of user status 
and tweet data records in 
database table having certain 
opinion word, % of correct 
user status updates and tweets 
in search result that contain 
certain sentence fragment and 
reveal true mapping of opinion 
word with corresponding 
psychological trait 

80.79% 82.65% 85.27% 81.27% 

Table 4.9 shows the result that we obtained after executing the same four experimental tests on 
our second dataset (January 14 to 15, 2019). 

Table 4.9: Experimental test result on dataset of January 14 to 15, 2019 

Facebook user status and Twitter tweets that contain opinion word: 

"Amazing" "Tensed" "Hate" "Sad" 

No. of user status and tweet 
data records in database 3,526 2,307 3,180 422 

No. of user status and tweets 
appeared in search result that 
contain certain sentence 
fragments and accurately 
reveal true psychological traits 

2,829 1,870 2,603 306 

Out of total no. of user status 
and tweet data records in 
database table having certain 
opinion word, % of correct 
user status updates and tweets 
in search result that contain 
certain sentence fragment and 
reveal true mapping of opinion 
word with corresponding 
psychological trait 

80.23% 81.06% 81.86% 81.99% 
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From table 4.8 we can see that out of 11,619 processed and stored Facebook user status updates 

and Twitter tweets, about 3,904 user status updates and tweet data records in database contain 

opinion word “Amazing”. Out of 3,904 stored user status updates and tweet data records that 

contain opinion word “Amazing”, we found 3,154 user status updates and tweets in search result 

that contain “what an amazing year” sentence fragment and the percentage (%) of correct 

Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “what an amazing year” sentence 

fragment and reveal true mapping of opinion word “Amazing” with corresponding positive 

psychological trait is 80.79%. Out of 11,619 processed and stored Facebook user status updates 

and Twitter tweets, about 2,859 user status updates and tweet data records in database contain 

opinion word “Tensed”. Out of 2,859 stored user status updates and tweet data records that 

contain opinion word “Tensed”, we found 2,363 user status updates and tweets in search result 

that contain “very much tensed” sentence fragment and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook 

status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “very much tensed” sentence fragment and true 

mapping of opinion word “Tensed” with corresponding negative trait “Anxiety” is 82.65%. Out of 

11,619 processed and stored Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets, about 3,014 user 

status updates and tweet data records in database contain opinion word “Hate”. Out of 3,014 

stored user status updates and tweet data records that contain opinion word “Tensed”, we found 

2,570 user status updates and tweets in search result that contain “I really hate” sentence fragment 

and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “I 

really hate” sentence fragment and true mapping of opinion word “Hate” with corresponding 

negative trait “Anger” is 85.27%.        
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Figure 4.12: Graphical representation of experimental test result on dataset of January 7 to 8, 
2019 

Out of 11,619 processed and stored Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets, about 1,842 

user status updates and tweet data records in database contain opinion word “Sad”. Out of 1,842 

stored user status updates and tweet data records that contain opinion word “Sad”, we found 1,497 

user status updates and tweets in search result that contain “feeling very much sad” sentence 

fragment and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets that 

contain “feeling very much sad” sentence fragment and true mapping of opinion word “Sad” with 

corresponding negative trait “Sadness” is 81.27%.  

Figure 4.12 shows the graphical representation of experimental results in table 4.8. The graphical 

representation shows % of correctly identified user status and tweets in search result that contain 

specific sentence fragment and true mapping of opinion word with corresponding positive and 

negative psychological trait. 
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From table 4.9 we can see that out of 9,435 processed and stored Facebook user status updates 

and Twitter tweets, about 3,526 user status updates and tweet data records in database contain 

opinion word “Amazing”. Out of 3,526 stored user status updates and tweet data records that 

contain opinion word “Amazing”, we found 2,829 user status updates and tweets in search result 

that contain “what an amazing year” sentence fragment and the percentage (%) of correct 

Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “what an amazing year” sentence 

fragment and reveal true mapping of opinion word “Amazing” with corresponding positive 

psychological trait is 80.23%. Out of 9,435 processed and stored Facebook user status updates and 

Twitter tweets, about 2,307 user status updates and tweet data records in database contain 

opinion word “Tensed”. Out of 2,307 stored user status updates and tweet data records that 

contain opinion word “Tensed”, we found 1,870 user status updates and tweets in search result 

that contain “very much tensed” sentence fragment and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook 

status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “very much tensed” sentence fragment and true 

mapping of opinion word “Tensed” with corresponding negative trait “Anxiety” is 81.06%. Out of 

9,435 processed and stored Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets, about 3,180 user 

status updates and tweet data records in database contain opinion word “Hate”. Out of 3,180 

stored user status updates and tweet data records that contain opinion word “Tensed”, we found 

2,603 user status updates and tweets in search result that contain “I really hate” sentence fragment 

and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook status updates and Twitter tweets that contain “I 

really hate” sentence fragment and true mapping of opinion word “Hate” with corresponding 

negative trait “Anger” is 81.86%. Out of 9,435 processed and stored Facebook user status updates 

and Twitter tweets, about 422 user status updates and tweet data records in database contain 

opinion word “Sad”. Out of 422 stored user status updates and tweet data records that contain 

opinion word “Sad”, we found 346 user status updates and tweets in search result that contain 

“feeling very much sad” sentence fragment and the percentage (%) of correct Facebook status 

updates and Twitter tweets that contain “feeling very much sad” sentence fragment and true 

mapping of opinion word “Sad” with corresponding negative trait “Sadness” is 81.99%. Figure 4.11 

shows the graphical representation of individual percentage (%) i.e. % of correctly identified user 
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status and tweets in search result that contain specific sentence fragment and true mapping of 

opinion word with corresponding positive and negative emotional traits. Figure 4.13 shows the 

graphical representation of experimental results in table 4.9. The graphical representation shows 

% of correctly identified user status and tweets in search result that contain specific sentence 

fragment and true mapping of opinion word with corresponding positive and negative 

psychological trait. 

 

Figure 4.13: Graphical representation of experimental test result on dataset of January 14 to 15, 

2019 

From the combined search result obtained after combining the four experimental test results for 

dataset of January 7 to 8, 2019, we calculated precision to see "how useful the search results are" 

i.e. how user status updates and tweets that appear in search result are truly relevant to accurate 

psychological trait. We calculated recall to see "how complete the search results are" i.e. how 
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Table 4.11: Precision and Recall measures in experimental test of emotion classification in 

tweets by Srinivasu Badugu and Matla Suhasini  

Emotion Category Precision Recall 

Happy-Active 0.66 0.80 

Happy-Inactive 0.79 0.92 

Unhappy-Active 0.90 0.80 

Unhappy-Inactive 0.94 0.90 

Higher precision, recall indicates usefulness and completeness of the search results1. 

4.5  Conclusion 

Mapping of positive and negative opinion words, emojis, amplifier words with LIWC’s 4 

subcategories of human psychological traits in our psycholinguistic repository yields significant 

good search results of appropriate Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets. In each of 

the experimental tests executed  

on two datasets of Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets, higher percentage (ranging 

between 81%-86%) of correct user status and tweets in search result indicate that mapping of 

opinion words, emojis, amplifier words with human psychological traits in our psycholinguistic 

repository yields good search result of user status updates and Twitter tweets that accurately 

reveal true emotional and psychological traits as exhibited by Facebook and Twitter user. High 

F-scores of experimental tests on two datasets indicate good accuracy of the tests.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
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Chapter 5 

Discussion, Future Work and Conclusion 

5.1  Overview 

Our approach of semi-structured webpage content extraction is a simple and less labor intensive 

methodology in terms of eliminating extra labor intensive HTML preprocessing work required 

during HTML to XML conversion i.e. HTML to structured XHTML and XHTML to XML 

conversion. The implemented multidimensional fact data modeling methodology that we applied 

for semi-structured webpage content database storage ensures a good speed of data retrieval 

operations on database table. Our implemented lexicon approach that we applied on sample 

datasets of Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets to detect certain emotion-related 

linguistic features in user status updates and tweets and to incorporate them into psycholinguistic 

repository yields significant good search results in terms of correct Facebook user status updates 

and Twitter tweets that truly represent appropriate emotional and psychological traits. But there 

are some exceptions, limitation and identified areas which need to be considered for future scope 

of work.     

5.2  Main Contributions 

Our multidimensional fact data modeling technique for semi-structured webpage content database 

storage and indexing of data records in database tables yield qualitative information search results 

in terms of most relevant webpages appearing first with a high speed of data retrieval time. Our 

implemented lexicon approach that we applied on a sample dataset of Facebook user status 

updates and Twitter tweets to detect emotion-related linguistic features in user status updates 

and Twitter tweets and to incorporate them into psycholinguistic repository provide an efficient 
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way to identify psycholinguistic meaning of words used in user status and tweets which helps us 

to understand many different emotional and psychological traits exhibited by users on Social 

Networking Sites. 

5.3  Current Exceptions and Scope for Improvement 

In our data warehouse-oriented approach of semi-structured webpage content extraction and 

modeling into relational database, extraction fails when the complete HTML structure, not the 

content of a webpage changes rapidly. Our work is limited to extract webpage content of many 

C2C, B2C e-commerce websites, online news websites, job advertisement websites. As a scope of 

future work, the implemented extraction and modeling approach should be extended to adapt 

webpage content of other websites like online financial websites having stock market data and 

information, weather forecasting websites etc. that also attribute to have semi-structured content. 

Regarding processing Social Networking Sites’ user status for analyzing psychological traits to 

understand the underlying causes and motivations of user reactions to different subject matter of 

interests and to surrounding situations, the main limitation of our research work regards the 

sample dataset size which is limited in number. This is due to the exploratory nature of this 

research. More data should be collected to consolidate its findings. There are many instances, 

when some words are used in an entirely opposite sense, because of negations like “not”, “never”, 

“don’t”, etc. For example, the tweet “Not at all feeling excited for school!” may result in getting 

“Joy” as its emotion category (because of the opinion word “excited”), if negations are not 

accounted for. In our lexical approach for identification of psycholinguistic features in Facebook 

user status updates and Twitter tweets we did not consider the negation effect of words. As part 

of future work: 

� our lexical approach for identification of psycholinguistic features in Facebook user status

updates and Twitter tweets can be extended to apply on a large sample of Facebook user

status and Twitter tweet dataset in a cost-effective way with the given relative ease and

low cost of data collection procedure.
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� our research work can be extended to consider negation effect of words by maintaining

additional lexicon of ‘Negation’ words.

� we need to perform more experimental executions of our implemented web API with other

example opinion words of LIWC’s four subcategories of psychological states to measure

the persistent quality of search results of Facebook user status updates and Twitter tweets.

� our work can be extended to cover user status updates of Non-English Speaking users on

Facebook and Twitter as emotion-related many linguistic features in user status updates

posted using other international languages are strong indicators of psychological behavior

as exhibited by Non-English Speaking users.

5.4  Conclusion 

A simplified and less labor intensive XML-based methodology for extracting webpage content in 

semi-structured form has been discussed. We discussed our multidimensional fact data modeling 

technique for semi-structured webpage content database storage and indexing of data records in 

database tables. Regarding  Social Networking Sites’ user status for analyzing psychological traits, 

we discussed the lexicon approach to identify certain emotion-related linguistic features in user 

status updates and tweets that eventually helped us to understand the psycholinguistic meaning 

of words used in user status and tweets for realizing underlying causes and motivations of user 

reactions to different subject matter of interests and to surrounding situations. This data 

warehouse-oriented methodology for extracting and relational database schema mapping of semi-

structured webpage content and Social Networking Sites’ user status provides qualitative 

information search results in terms of list of hyperlinks to most relevant webpages and user posts 

on Facebook and Twitter.      
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